From: Brian Riley <brian@studentunitymovement.org>
Subject: New online mini-autobiography: "The Great Society of My Youth" -- by Brian Riley
Date: Tuesday, September 11, 2012, 6:30 PM

Dear friends and contacts,
I've decided that, after 6 years of waiting, now is the right to time to "take the plunge" and start
revealing a lot of the behind-the-scenes events related to the Unity for Gallaudet protest of
2006. I decided not to wait until I write an entire book on the subject and have decided to
release the info now as part of my new online mini-autobiography. Here's the link:
http://apollotutoring.com/the_great_society_of_my_youth.pdf
After clicking on that link, to see the new revelations, look at [Chap 2, the top of page 6] and
click on the "why I fought so hard" link at the bottom of the page. Then once there, look for the
"online radio link" on PDF page 3, then that takes you to a new editorial response to Fernandes'
Oct. 23, 2006 online radio interview which is self-explanatory from there.
Thanks in advance for your support!
--BR

From: Brian Riley <brian@studentunitymovement.org>
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 10:47 AM
Subject: [SUM] PRESS RELEASE--New online mini-autobiography: "The Great Society of My
Youth" -- by Brian Riley

Wednesday, September 12, 2012, 1:02 pm ET

PRESS RELEASE (Update #1)
New online mini-autobiography: "The Great Society of My Youth" -- by Brian Riley
Note and commentary:
Here is more revelatory behind-the-scenes background information on the Unity for Gallaudet
protest of 2006 and its aftermath into the year 2007. See:
http://gallyprotest.org/father.pdf

The context of this statement is that in October of 2007 someone, probably Jane Fernandes,
had contacted a federal agency in the attempt to either coerce, force, or influence a decision
being made about her (or that person's) employment at Gallaudet.
As a part of that, Fernandes, or someone close to her had (as the evidence showed, in the
opinion of this commentator) contacted former Gallaudet Board of Trustees member Bill
Graham and asked him to contact former co-workers at Microsoft to ask them to tamper with the
MSN Live search engine hit-results description for a PDF file which was downloadable through
the Gallyprotest.org host server (http://gallyprotest.org/father.pdf).
The maneuver on Fernandes' (and Graham's) part showed both an incredible level of stupidity,
as well as also malevolence toward her own biological father. By doing what she did, she was
effectively revealing her father's home address to the world (he was a retired courtroom judge),
and also permanently storing that information in the MSN Live cache. The stupidity of it was that
she didn't realize how easy it would be for me to see what she and Bill had done and simply
change the PDF file to change it to something else and turn it into a long statement written by
me that people would see, instead of them seeing the prior PDF file.
So the net result was that Jane Fernandes (or whoever was acting on her behalf, perhaps her
husband James) had very stupidly allowed me to make a long and revealing statement that
could be downloaded by the government official who worked in the federal agency she (or
whoever) had contacted.
I was carefully monitoring the tracking information for the Gallyprotest.org website (provided by
StatCounter.com) and could see in the tracking information what was happening (i.e., the name
of the federal agency, along with its IP address, etc.) We can make the easy deduction that that
government official printed out my long statement and included it in her case file and discussed
it with other staff members of the agency, and that this played a role in Fernandes deciding to
resign from Gallaudet and seek the provost's position at UNC Asheville (i.e., when the
government official told her, presumably, that she had no real cause for complaint and nothing
could be done for her on that basis with that agency.)
This file (http://gallyprotest.org/father.pdf) is referenced at the top of page 11 in the new editorial
response provided yesterday for the first time to Fernandes' October 23, 2006 online radio
interview with WashintonPost.com.
Here is the navigational path:
Start by clicking here on this link:
http://apollotutoring.com/the_great_society_of_my_youth.pdf

In that PDF file (above), scroll down to find the chapter titled: "Exploring Core Influences--The
birth of The Disseminator."
Next, scroll down a couple pages to find the hyperlink labeled "why I fought so hard" and click
on that link.

Next, in the "Personal experiences in the Gallaudet protest" file scroll down three pages and see
the hyperlink labeled "online radio show" and click on that link.
That brings the viewer to the (new) editorial response to Fernandes' October 23, 2006 online
radio interview with WashingtonPost.com. In that editorial response file, scroll down to page 11
and see the hyperlink labeled "December 17, 2006 Gallyprotest commentary" and click on that
link.
That brings the viewer to the December 17, 2006 Gallyprotest commentary in the archives of
the SaveOurDeafSchools Google group. In that press release, the PDF file
(http://gallyprotest.org/father.pdf) is given in the second paragraph.
Page numbers are not given here in the navigational path for the PDF file "The Great Society of
My Youth" because those pages numbers will change in the near future as more chapters are
added online.
For easier navigation within the SaveOurDeafSchools Google group, go to this link and then
selected any desired date range:
http://tinyurl.com/saveourdeafschools
The SaveOurDeafSchools listserv was started on October 3, 2006 during the Unity for Gallaudet
protest and shows some of the communications happening between protest organizers at the
time, leading up to an incredible sequence of events and the protest victory on October 29,
2006.
Thank you.
--BR

(Minor edit: Aug. 28, 2018)

